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Advice attributed to Mark Twain

It ain’t what you don’t know that gets you into trouble. Its
what you know for sure that just ain’t so.

Overview

• Understand the psychology — why the showcase of fallacies?
– For this, there will be extensive reference to Kahneman (2013)
– An understanding of the mental traps to which we are prone can

help us avoid them
• System 1 (jumping) and System 2 (pondering)

– System 1 and System 2 are both amenable to training
– A well-trained System 2 is the key to a better System 1
– System 1 responds quickly to immediate dangers, but is prey

to priming (suggestive language), framing (response to a choice
depends on how it is presented), affect (feeling or emotion),
memory illusions, illusions of truth, . . .

– System 1 may answer an easier question in place of a harder
– Invoke System 2, when time allows, for decisons that matter
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A few examples will illustrate the human tendency to jump to conclusions,
in contexts that call for more careful consideration:

1. Linda is a 31-year old philosophy graduate, single, outspoken, and
bright. As a student, she was deeply concerned with issues of dis-
crimination and social justice, and also participated in anti-nuclear
demonstations. Which of the following is more probable?

• Linda is a bank teller
• Linda is a bank teller, and active in the feminist movement.

Adding the further descriptor “active in the feminist movement” can only
lower the probability, or just possibly leave it unchanged. Instead of assessing
the balance of probabilities, we are tempted to ask which description best
meshes with what we have been already told about Linda.

This is a trick question. It is not obvious why one would want to ask such a
question.

Session Summary

The present document has rearranged the session content under headings
that group together content that has a similar focus. The advertised titles
for the sessions, given here as a matter of record, were:

1: Common and simple forms of misuse. Context can be crucial. (Examine
examples from Smith and elsewhere.) + Think what types of examples most
interest you.

2: Understand the psychology — why the showcase of fallacies + Note espe-
cially the distinction between System 1 (jumping) and System 2 (pondering),
as in Kahneman (2013) + An understanding of the mental traps to which
we are prone can help us avoid them

3: Where did the data come from? Garbage in, gospel out. Observational
versus experimental data.
[Smith: Ch 2 - 4, 14; Nisbett: Ch 7, 11]

4: Graphs can reveal surprises. They can also be drawn so that they deceive.
Take care! [Smith: Ch 5; Cairo]

5: Why do we so readily blame A when B is the culprit? [Smith: Ch 5;
Nisbett: Ch 8] + What causes cholera – bad air or bad water? + Does
drinking coffee help or harm health?
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6: For the best, the only way to go is down. For the worst, the only way is
up. Hence the name “regression”.
[Smith: Ch 9, 14, 15; Nisbett: Ch 7, 8]

Books that are referred to are, with links to videos and/or to pertinent
websites:

• Kahneman (2013) . Thinking, fast and slow.
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PirFrDVRBo4
(Interview with Kahneman)

– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uqXVAo7dVRU&t=28s
(A brief animated overview of some key points)

• Smith (2014) . Standard Deviations: Flawed Assumptions, Tortured
Data, and Other Ways to Lie with Statistics
– http://www.garysmithn.com/standard-deviations.html
(Note the link to a Brian Lehrer interview)

• Ellenberg (2015) . How not to be wrong.
– http://www.thelavinagency.com/news/new-videos-jordan-ellenberg-runs-the-numbers
(There are links to several Ellenberg video clips)

• Levitin (2016) . A field guide to lies and statistics.
• Nisbett (2016) . Tools for smart thinking.
• Cairo (2013) . The functional art: an introduction to information

graphics and vizualisation.

Note also the links to helpful web resources at:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/editorialguidelines/guidance/reporting-statistics

0.1 From published papers

• When the ratio of government debt to GDP goes over 90%, nations
nearly always slip into depression
– Reinhold and Rogoff, 2010, Am. Econ. Rev. 100: 573–78.

• “Female hurricanes are deadlier than male hurricanes”
– Jung et al, PNAS 2014 vol. 111 (24), 8782-8787

What have we learned to date?

• We have noted fallacies that do not stand up to close scrutiny
– These are the easy ones, but they still keep appearing

• System 1 responds quickly to immediate dangers, but is prey to
– priming, framing, affect, memory illusions, illusions of truth, . . .

• System 1 may answer an easier question in place of a harder
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– Invoke System 2, when time allows, for decisons that matter
• From “obvious” fallacies to cases where the issues are contested

– Screening for indications of disease provides examples
– Issues here are highly important in their own right.

1 System 1 and System 2

• System 1 and System 2 are both amenable to training
• A well-trained System 2 is the key to a better System 1

– Untrained humans are poor intuitive statisticians. We jump to
conclusions. [Kahneman: Ch 1; Smith: Ch 1; Nisbett Ch 1-3]

1.1 The Intuition of Professionals (Kahneman, p. 12)

The situation has provided a cue; this cue has given the expert
access to information stored in memory, and the information
provides the answer. Intuition is nothing more and nothing less
than recognition.
[“What is an Explanation of Behavior?”, Psychological Science,
May 1992.]

Simon’s comments were in part based on the study of chess masters.

. . . An expert is one who has built a deep familiarity with the
patterns of a given domain and, thus, has a robust body of work
from which to reference when making decisions.
http://www.euclidean.com/expert-intuition-and-machine-learning/

Obstacles to effective judgment

Effective professional training is designed to ensure that at least some of
the results of well-tuned System 2 expert judgment operate at a System 1
level. The biases that Kahneman documents can readily take over, where
there should be carefully reasoned System 2 judgment.

• Financial firm executive, explaining why he invested in Ford stock:
– "Boy, do they know how to make a car!
– An easier and related question (do I like Ford cars?) came readily

to mind and determined his choice.
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• Exemplifies the affect heuristic — decisions are guided by like/dislike
feelings, with little deliberation or reasoning.

Medical experts (and patients) can be similarly prone to judgments that
have no foundation in fact:

“But you’re not an MD like I am. The problem with you is that
you do not understand medicine. You see, medical statistics are
not like other statistics.”
[Prostate biopsy specialist, in response to evidence that screening
is counterproductive. (Levitin 2015, 247)]

Association of Professional Psychologists, web post on response to U.S.
Preventive Services assessment that prostate screening does more harm than
good —

Even faced with . . . evidence . . . [from] a ten-year study of
around 250,000 men that showed the test didn’t save lives, many
activists and medical professionals are clamoring for men to
continue receiving their annual PSA test.
[May 22 2012: http://bit.ly/2qbERYv ]

1.2 Kahneman overview (pp. 13 – 14)

Part I: Two Systems (System 1 versus System 2)

This attempts to show how “. . . associative memory, the core of System 1,
attempts to give a coherent account of what is going on in our world in any
instant”

Part 2: Heuristics and biases

• Why is it so difficult for us to think statistically?
• We easily think associatively, . . . metaphorically, casually, but statis-

tics requires thinking about many things at once . . .

Part 3: Choices

• We have “an excessive confidence in what we think we know”

Part 4: A conversation with the discipline of economics

• The Prospect theory model of choice
– “. . . unfortunate tendency to treat problems in isolation”
– Framing effects — inconsequential features shape choices
– A challenge to the assumptions of standard economics.
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Part 5: Two selves — Experiencing, remembering

• These do not always have the same interests.
• Automatic memory formation has its own rules

– Exploit to improve the memory of a bad episode
• The virtues of educating gossip

– Use to improve the quality of judgments and decisions
– Judge decisions by how they are made, not by outcome.

1.3 System 1 and System 2 — further comments

• System 1 Features
– It may substitute an easier question
– It responds to priming, framing, affect, memory illusions, illusions

of truth, . . .
– It has little understanding of logic and statistics
– It cannot be turned off
– When flummoxed, it calls on System 2

• The world of System 2
– It keeps you polite when angry, alert when driving at night
– In its world, gorillas do not cross basket-ball courts . . .
– There are some vital tasks that only System 2 can perform
– Problems that put 1 & 2 in conflict may require large mental

effort & self-control to overcome the impulses and intuitions of
System 1

• Healthy living is a compromise
– Recognize situations where mistakes are likely
– Aim to avoid significant mistakes when the stakes are high

System 1 and System 2 are fictions! (p.29)

• Human mental quirks make it useful to think of these as agents.
• Stories about active agents who have personalities, habits, and abilities

readily take root in our minds
• Ascribing calculation to System 2 is shorthand for . . .

– “This requires mental effort. Do not do when driving!”
– Pupils will be dilated, and heart rate elevated.
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2 Medical and related tests and trials

2.1 False Positives (Smith, pp.98-99)

In contexts where the number of false positives is likely to be high relative to
the number of true positives, screening programs may have serious downsides
that outweight the benefits.

• A test for marijuna has a 95% accuracy (true positive) rate
• Of those who test positive, what fraction are marijuna users?

Administer test to 10,000 employees — 500 use, 9500 do not

Test +ve Test -ve Total
User 475 25 500

Not user 475 9025 9500
Total 950 9050 10000

• Consider a test for excess iron syndrome with ~80% accuracy

Test +ve Test -ve Total
Haem... 40 10 50

Not haem... 1990 7960 9950
Total 2030 7970 7000

2.2 What are the best sources of evidence?

The Aspirin story (randomised trials)

22,000 males, 1st 5 years of study: http://nyti.ms/2rgjFO2

Placebo group Aspirin group

Fatal heart attacks 18 5
Non-fatal heart attacks 171 99

Later work: Benefits are limited to those with previous symptoms
2009 study: https://www.theguardian.com/society/2009/aug/31/
aspirin-british-heart-foundation
Major bleeding episodes, requiring admission to hospital:
20 (1.2%) in placebo group; 34 (2%) in aspirin group

Summary of current evidence: http://mayocl.in/1cBM0ze
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Cancer health benefits?: http://bit.ly/2qfnd5G

Harding Center for Risk Literacy — fact boxes, etc.

These provide visual and tabular summaries of the current “best” evidence,
from randomized controlled trials. The comparison may be with a placebo,
or with an alternative that is known to be effective. Detailed references
are given. Where available, reliance is on Cochrane studies. Some of the
available fact boxes are:

• Early cancer detection
– Breast: http://bit.ly/2qfjqWc
– Colon (Fecal occult blood): http://bit.ly/2rd7sd7
– Cervix, ovary

• Vaccination
– Measles/Mumps/Rubella: http://bit.ly/2pL5Ndz

• Degenerative joint disease
– Corticosteroid, Hyaloronan, arthroscopy (knee), arthroplasty
(knee)

Media:

• Videos: http://bit.ly/2r58T0W
• Media links: http://bit.ly/2pKqJSd

Note also the US site that has links to very extensive resources:
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmedhealth/finding-systematic-reviews/

Helpful Questions for Life in an Uncertain World

Harding Center http://bit.ly/2qGLXoV

1. Risk of what? (Showing a symptom . . . Death)
2. What is the time frame? (next 10 years, or lifetime)
3. How big is the risk? (Look at risk in absolute terms)
4. Does the risk apply to me? (Age, sex, health, . . . )
5. What are the harms of “finding out”? (False alarms, invasive diagnostic

procedures, unnecessary or dangerous treatments.)

The Great Prostate Mistake, and More

Harding Center for Risk Literacy http://bit.ly/2pulASU
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No screening Screening

TOTAL 1000 1000

Deaths (any cause) 230 230
Deaths (prostate cancer) 7 7

Biopsy & false alarm 0 160
Unnecessary treatment 0 20

[Based on Ilic et al. (2013) Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews.]

The prostrate screening fact box, with its associated tabular summary, is one
of a number of such summaries of high quality evidence that are available
from the Harding Center web site.

NB also: Levitin (2015), Chapter 6, and http://nyti.ms/2pHCKYt

Randomized controlled trials – further examples

• Arthroscopic Knee Surgery — Steve the Wild Ranger
– Evidence summary & references: http://bit.ly/2r4asfU

• Gastric freezing for stomach ulcers

2.3 Randomized Controlled Trials (RCTs) versus Popula-
tion Studies

Two types of study are widely used in medical and other contexts — ran-
domized controlled trials, and population-based studies. Note however that
these can, in both cases, be broken down into further subtypes. Often, there
will be elements of both these types of studies.

Randomized Controlled Trials (RCTs) — the gold standard?

• Ensure that apples are compared with apples
– Use a random mechanism to assign to “screen” or “not screen”
– Screened and unscreened are otherwise treated similarly

• There must be strict adherence to a protocol
• Results apply, strictly, to those who meet the trial entry criteria

– This may limit relevance to general population
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The following video is a helpful animated summary of some of the key issues:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wy7qpJeozec

Population studies — groups must be broadly comparable

• Adjust prunes to look like apples (is it possible?)
• Can one ever be sure that the adjustments do the job?
• Potential for biases is greater than for RCTs

Issues for all types of study

• What are the relevant outcome measures?
– e.g., cancer – malignancies found & removed, or deaths

• Care is required to deal with survivor, as well as other, biases.

A note in passing: HiPPO decisions vs A/B testing

HiPPO = “Highest paid person in the Office”

Randomised studies are widely used outside of medicine. Randomization is
a key component of the way that Google and others test out, e.g., the effect
of different web page layouts.

The term “A/B testing” is sometimes used to refer to randomised testing of
alternatives. A/B testing helped propel Obama into office!

Learn more Join us Sign up now
Obama photo 8 8 8

BW photo of Obama family 4 8 8

Obama speaking 8 8 8

2.4 Breast cancer screening — a very contested area

• Cochrane review (2013), used for the Harding Center summary
http://bit.ly/1IKbUCM

• Canadian study (published 2014) http://bit.ly/2pRpGzZ
89,835 women, aged 40-59, 5-year mammography screening period

Screening arm Physical exam only

Cancers detected (5yr) 666 524
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Screening arm Physical exam only

Deaths (5-yr period) 180 171

Deaths (25-yr period) 500 505

• A PDQ guide that was more favorable appears at:
https://www.cancer.gov/types/breast/hp/breast-screening-pdq

• US NCBI: January 2017 Systematic Review: http://bit.ly/2rrqDE0

– More complicated, on balance mildly favorable to screening

• See also https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/28532422

Note the comments with which the January 2017 review starts:

The recent controversy about using mammography to screen
for breast cancer based on randomized controlled trials over 3
decades in Western countries has not only eclipsed the paradigm
of evidence-based medicine, but also puts health decision-makers
in countries where breast cancer screening is still being consid-
ered in a dilemma to adopt or abandon such a well-established
screening modality.

3 Selection and Survivor Bias

3.1 Damaged planes

Abraham Wald’s insights on what the data did not and did imply were
crucial (Smith, p.37.)

Widths of rectangles are proportional to area of that part of plane

• Number of rug bars = number of hits for that part of the plane
• Spacing of bars is the same for all four parts.

Engines Fusilage Fuel Other
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Where should the protective plates go? (They were too heavy to place
everywhere.)

3.2 Tales of standout successes (pp.38–39)

Examples here illustrate survivor bias.

Collins — Good to Great (2001)

• From 1,435 companies, identifed 11 as standouts
– Since 2001, 5 better than average; 6 worse
– Fannie Mae — 2001: >$80 per share: 2008: <$1
– Circuit City: Bankrupt in 2009

Peters & Waterman — In Search of Excellence (1982)

• 43 successful companies:
– “Bias for action”; “Close to consumer”

• From the 35 that were publicly listed:
– Since 1982: 15 better than average; 20 worse

4 Flaws with serious consequences

4.1 The MMR (measles, mumps, and rubella) scandal

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MMR_vaccine_controversy

• Wakefield’s 1998 study suggested a link between the measles, mumps,
and rubella (German measles) vaccine and autism
– The journalist Brian Deer had a key role in identifying issues

with the work
– Wakefield had multiple undeclared conflicts of interest
– Funding came from a group of lawyers who were interested in

possible personal injury lawsuits
– Total of 12 children

• From the investigations of journalist Brian Deer, it emerged that:
– From 9 children said to have regressive autism
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– Only 1 had been diagnosed; 3 had no autism

– 5 had developmental problems before the vaccine
• Wakefield’s 1998 claims were widely reported

– Vaccination rates in the UK and Ireland dropped sharply
– The incidence of measles and mumps increased
– Deaths and severe and permanent injuries resulted

Wakefield was found guilty by the General Medical Council of serious
professional misconduct in May 2010 and was struck off the Medical Register

Following the initial claims in 1998, multiple large epidemiological studies
failed to find any link between MMR amnd autism.

4.2 The Sir Roy Meadow Cot Death Saga

The Sudden Infant Death (SID), also referred to as “cot death”, saga is
interesting, disturbing, and educational. It highlighted ways in which the
UK legal system needed to take on board issues not unlike those that concern
medical research.

Was this an example of “Too hard! Try something easier, and wrong!” Or
was it the triumph of assumed “knowledge” over hard evidence?

Meadow argued that “unless proved otherwise, one cot death is tragic, two
is suspicious and three is murder.” He gave evidence at the Sally Clark trial
in 1999, and appeal in 2000

Sally Clark was convicted in 1999, finally acquitted in 2003. Meadows

• Gave 1 in 8,500 as cot death rate in affluent non-smoking families
– Squared 8,500 to get odds of 73,000,000:1 against for two deaths

• Royal Stat Society press release: “Figure has no statistical basis”
– 2000 appeal judges: The figure was a “sideshow” that would not

have influenced the jury’s decision.
– The appeal judges’ statement was described by a leading QC, not

involved in the case as: “a breathtakingly intellectually dishonest
judgement”

• 2003: It emerged that 2nd death was from bacterial infection
– In a second appeal, Sally Clark was freed.

• 2005: Meadow struck from medical register
– 2006: reinstated by appeal court — misconduct fell short of
“serious”
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The Sally Clark Case – Postscript}

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roy_Meadow

Good summary of statistical issues:
https://plus.maths.org/content/os/issue21/features/clark/index

Pr[Innocence | 2 deaths] 6= Pr[2 deaths | Innocence]

Fair comparison

Compare Pr[2 deaths | Guilty] with Pr[2 deaths | Innocence]

4.3 The Reinhoff and Rogoff saga (Smith, p.55)

The 2010 paper “Growth in Time of Debt” by the two Harvard economic
historians Reinhart and Rogoff [RR] has been widely quoted in support of
economic austerity programs internationally. There was a huge stir, in the
media and on the blogosphere, when graduate student Herndon found and
published details of serious errors in the results that RR presented.
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Red lines show means by Debt/GDP category. The red dotted line shows
the (incorrect) mean given by RR for > 90% Debt/GDP.
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It makes (somewhat) better sense to fit a smooth curve

The smooth curve seems as good a summary as any, if points are to be
treated as disconnected from country. Points should not, however, be treated
as disconnected from country!
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Additionally, there are serious issues of interpretation:

• Does GDP drive debt/GDP ratio, or is it the other way round?
– Or does a third factor drive both?

• Is the effect immediate, or on future economic performance

Smith (p.64) refers to work indicating that economic performance is more
closely correlated with economic growth in the past than with future growth.

Herndon et al’s Conclusions

“. . . RR’s findings have served as an intellectual bulwark in support of
austerity politics. The fact that RR’s findings are wrong should therefore
lead us to reassess the austerity agenda itself in both Europe and the United
States.”

"For econometricians a lesson from the problems in RR is the advantages of
reproducible code relative to working spreadsheets. . . .

[O]ur simplified version of the spreadsheet and R code that reproduces RR
and corrected results . . . [is] on our website."

Herndon (28yr old Grad Student at UMass) is now famous!
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Is there a pattern across countries?
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5 Good and Bad Graphs

5.1 General principles

• Focus the eye on features that are important
• Avoid distracting features
• Lines that are intended to attract attention can be thickened
• Where points should be the focus, make them large & dark

– It often makes sense to de-emphasize the axes.
• If points are numerous and there is substantial overlap, use open

symbols, and/or set use symbols that have some degree of transparency.

Banking

Patterns of change on the horizontal scale that it is important to identify
should bank at an angle of roughly 45o above or below the horizontal. Angles
in the approximate range 20o to 70o may be satisfactory, and the aspect
ratio should be chosen accordingly. The following show the same graph:
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Use of color

• Different choices of color palettes are effective for different purposes.
Good sources of advice (two out of many) are:
– http://colorbrewer2.org/#type=sequential&scheme=BuGn&

n=3
– www.stonesc.com/pubs/Expert%20Color%20Choices.pdf

• Bear in mind that the eye has difficulty in focusing simultaneously on
widely separated colors that are close together on the same graph.

5.1.1 Links to helpful web pages

• Good & bad graphs (Murrell, lecture notes)
https://www.stat.auckland.ac.nz/~ihaka/120/Lectures/lecture03.
pdf

• A short tour of bad graphs (Schwartz)
www.stat.sfu.ca/~cschwarz/Stat-650/Notes/PDF/ChapterBadgraphs.pdf

• Misleading graphs
www.statisticshowto.com/misleading-graphs/
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US Nobel prizes – keep intervals constant
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5.2 Explaining the Yule-Simpson Paradox

Admission rates across the six largest departments at University of California
in Berkeley in 1973 were:

## Male Female
## 44.5 30.4

Does this indicate discrimination against females?

Admission rates, males and females, by department, tell a different story:
A B C D E F

Male 62.1 63.0 36.9 33.1 27.7 5.9
Female 82.4 68.0 34.1 34.9 23.9 7.0

The biggest differences in admission rates were in departments A (20.3%)
and B (5%), in both cases favouring females. In the other four departments,
differences were 3.8% or less.

Numbers applying, broken down by gender and by department, were
A B C D E F

Male 825 560 325 417 191 373
Female 108 25 593 375 393 341
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7.6Male:Female ratios of numbers
who applied are shown alongside
each letter

Note the huge preponderance of males among applicants to departments A
and B where, both for males and for females, admission rates were over 62%

A good graph will often tell a story that requires hard thinking to get from
a tabular summary. One can thenm look at tabular summaries to check out
the details.

5.3 The reproducibility debate

The following graph that summarises evidence from the Reproducibility:
Psychology project (OSC 2015).

• It chose 100 studies (3 journals, 2008)
• There was one replicate only of each study
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• Initial results: 39 agree + 24 ? “similar” + 37 fail

Psychology: Open Science Collaboration Results
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A note on the reproducibility debate

In the past several years, there has been a steady accumulation of evidence
that supports the claim, in Ioannidis (2005), that “most published research
findings are false”. Laboratory studies that are primarily in mind. Papers
that have added to the increasing body of evidence that support claims
made in the Ioannidis paper include:

• Amgen: Reproduced 6 only of 53 ‘landmark’ cancer studies.
– Begley and Ellis (2012)
– Begley (2013) notes issues with the studies that failed

• Bayer: Main results from 19 of 65 ‘seminal’ drug studies
– NB, journal impact factor was not a good predictor!
– Prinz, Schlange, and Asadullah (2011)

• fMRI studies: 57 of 134 papers (42%) had ≥ 1 case lacking check on
separate test image. Another 14%, unclear . . .
– Kriegeskorte et al. (2009)

The psychological science community is much further advanced in addressing
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these issues that other groups, with The Center for Open Science (COS)
taking a strong lead in studies designed to document the extent of the issues.

Note: Other Center for Open Science (COS) Projects

• Many Labs — reproduce 13 classical psych studies
– Of 13 studies — 10: successful, 1: weakly, 2: no!
– Plots show scatter across the 36 participating teams
– Klein and others (2014)

• Cancer Studies — 50 “most impactful” from 2010-2012
– Kaiser (2015)

The problems arise in areas where relatively small groups of scientists, with
similar training and skills, work independently. The critiques have little
relevance to areas where the nature of the work forces collaboration between
scientists with diverse skills, widely across different research groups.

6 Is A the cause? Or is it B? Or neither?

• We make judgements based on evidence that is too limited
• We are easily fooled by irrelevancies

– Kahneman has brought together evidence on what & how.
• Getting & assessing good evidence takes discipline & work

– Data may (rarely) be there for the taking;
but someone has to notice, and collate the data.

– Randomized experiments are often the ideal, but require meticu-
lous planning. If differences are small, the numbers required may
be very large.

• Keep in mind Yule-Simpson “paradox”
– The paradox lies in the failure of human intuition to accommodate

straightforward arithmetic!
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZDinnCwP3dg
(This animated video provides a short overview)

Disease A and Symptom X (p.129, Nisbett 2016)

Is symptom X associated with disease A?
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Has Disease No Disease

Has Disease No Disease

Symptom X Present 20 10
Symptom X Absent 80 40

Nisbett comments that most people, including nurses and doctors, interpret
such evidence wrongly (pp.129-130, Nisbett 2016).

6.1 John Snow and Cholera

• 6,500 died from cholera in London in 1832
– Medical opinion blamed “miasma”, or noxious air
(Stink from rotting garbage, faeces, & pollution in Thames)

– Poor areas had more cholera – worst smell, sanitation
(But, also, people were older, houses poorly heated, . . . )

• Cesspits – nightsoil periodically taken away
• 1848 law: Cease using cesspits; connect to sewer lines

– Sewer lines drained into Thames
– Thames supplied drinking water for many Londoners
– Both water companies: water was from same polluted source

These issues were not limited to London! See:

Christine Dann, ‘Sewage, water and waste - Stinking cities’, Te Ara - the
Encyclopedia of New Zealand, http://bit.ly/2r7MUT5 (8 June 2017).

After the cesspits were banned

• 1848-49 epidemic followed shortly after
– Death rates were similar for the two companies

• Snow, 1849: “On the Mode of Communication of Cholera”
– “a poison extracted by a diseased body and passed on

through drinking water that had been polluted by sewage”
– Argument was that cholera affected the intestines . . . ?

• 1850: Arthur Hassall’s careful microbiological study:
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– “. . . a portion of the inhabitants are made to consume
. . . a portion of their own excrement, and . . . to pay
for the privilege”

• 1852 act: Move water intake by 1855
– Lambeth had moved intake 22 miles upriver
– Southwark and Vauxhall intake was unchanged until 1855

The 1854 epidemic — a natural experiment

“The experiment, too, was on the grandest scale. No fewer than 300,000
people . . . , from gentlefolks down to the very poor, were divided into two
groups without their choice, and, in most cases, without their knowledge;
one group being supplied with water containing the sewage of London, and,
amongst it, whatever might have come from the cholera patients, the other
group having water quite free from such impurity.”

#Houses #Deaths Rate per 10,000
Southwark & V 40046 1263 315
Lambeth 26107 98 37
Rest of London 256423 1422 59

Many victims lived near the Broad St pump.
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6.2 Third factors (or variables) that change the story

Earlier, we looked at the UCB 1972 admissions data, and noted how the
story changed when data was broken down by department. Here, we examine
further examples.

6.3 Does Baclofen help in reducing pain?

Researchers were comparing two analgesic treatments, without and with
baclofen. When the paper was first submitted for publication, an alert
reviewer spotted that some of the treatment groups contained more women
than men, and asked whether this might account for the results.1

1Cohen, P. 1996. Pain discriminates between the sexes. New Scientist, 2 November, p.
16.
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For a fair overall comparison:

• Calculate means for each subgroup separately.
• Overall treatment effect is average of subgroup differences.

The effect of baclofen (reduction in pain score from time 0) is then:

• Females: 3.479 - 4.151 = -0.672 (-ve, therefore an increase)
• Males: 1.311 - 1.647 = -0.336
• Average, male & female = -0.5 × (0.672+0.336) = -0.504

Web page revenue per click (Smith, p.111)

In 2010 a US Internet company collected data on the effectiveness of two
different web page layouts:

• 1-click: Adverts appear on website’s first page
• 2-click: Click on keyword sends user to page with advert

– Check interest, then show advert

1-click 2-click

Revenue Users RPM Revenue Users RPM
$2.9 250 $11.60 $1.7 140 $12.14
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• Revenue and users are millions
• RPM is revenue per million users

The data combines US and International users. Is that an issue?

US vs International users

1-click 2-click
Location Revenue Users RPM Revenue Users RPM
US $1.8 70 $27.71 $1.2 50 $24.00
Int. $1.1 180 $6.11 $0.50 90 $5.56

180
70 =2.57 90

50=1.8

• Revenue and users are millions
• RPM is revenue per million users

This was followed up with a randomized experiment (an A/B test.)

6.4 Can every group be worse off than average?

Median change in US real weekly wages, 2000-13: +0.9%

Breakdown by educational attainment:

• High School Dropouts: -7.9%
• High School Graduates, No College: -4.7%
• Some College: -7.6%
• Bachelor’s or Higher: -1.2%

http://nyti.ms/2rzDy5T

6.5 Cricket Bowling Averages

Runs (R), wickets (W) and runs per wicket ({RPW})

1st innings 2nd innings Overall
R W RPW R W RPW R W RPW

Bowler A 40 4 10.0 240 6 40.0 280 10 28.0
Bowler B 70 5 14.0 50 1 50.0 120 6 20.0
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Fair comparison: Compare runs per wicket ({RPW})

1st innings 2nd innings Overall
RPW W RPW W RPW W

Bowler A 10.0 (4) 40.0 (6) 10+40
2 = 25 (10)

Bowler B 14.0 (5) 50.0 (1) 50+14
2 = 32 (6)

6.6 Epistatic effects on genetic studies

In population genetics, Simpson’s paradox type effects are known as epistasis.
Most human societies are genetically heterogeneous. In San Francisco, any
gene that is different between the European and Chinese populations will
be found to be associated with the use of chopsticks! If a disease differs
in frequency between the European and Chinese populations, then a naive
analysis will find an association between that disease and any gene that
differs in frequency between the European and Chinese populations.

Such effects are a major issues for gene/disease population association
studies. It is now common to collect genetic fingerprinting data that should
identify major heterogeneity. Providing such differences are accounted for,
large effects that show up in large studies are likely to be real. Small effects
may well be epistatic.

6.7 UK cotton worker wages: 1833–1906

UK: Percentage change in population weighted index (1900=100%) of nomi-
nal full-time earnings of cotton operatives

Males Females
All 13-17 yrs 18-60 yrs 13-17 yrs 18-50 yrs

1833-1850 -3.3 -7.5 -6.6 -10.3 -17.3
1850-1874 70.6 101.6 59.6 102.7 152.2
1874-1906 25.2 12.6 10.5 16.6 11.3
1833-1906 106.4 109.9 64.7 112.1 132.1

Boot, H. M. and Maindonald, J. H. 2008. New estimates of age- and sex-
specific earnings and the male-female earnings gap in the British cotton
industry, 1833-1906. Economic History Review, 61: 380-408.
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US Bureau of Labor survey vs 1886 census

Prior to the Boot and Maindonald paper, the main source of for information
on cotton worker wages in the UK were results from an 1889 US Bureau of
Labor survey. The 1889 survey shows some remarkable biases — a result it
would seem of geographical bias and of the informal data collection methods
that were used.
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Spinners were grossly over-represented in the US Bureau of Labor survey,
while Big piecers and Weavers were grossly under-represented.

7 Regression and Correlations

Yule-Simpson type effects are important in a regression context also. Non-
sense correlations that arise where the third variable is time provide simple
examples.

7.1 What direction does the correlation go?

Variable A may cause variable B. Or variable B may cause variable A. Or
both A and B may be caused (or driven) by a third variable C.

The following examples are from Nisbett (2016), pages 133-134.
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1. Children of parents who try to control eating are more likely to be
overweight.

2. Countries with higher IQs have higher average wealth measures.
3. Church attendees have lower mortality rates than non-attendees.
4. People who have dogs are less likely to be depressed.
5. States with sex abstinence education have higher homicide rates.
6. Intelligent men have better sperm – more & more mobile.
7. People who smoke marujana are more likely to later use cocaine.
8. Ice cream consumption & polio were closely correlated in the 1950s.

Cases where the third variable is time are a fruitful source of examples of
spurious correlations. The following is one of many such examples that are
available from:
http://www.tylervigen.com/spurious-correlations

Sociology PhDs vs Deaths from Anticoagulants
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National Science Foundation data provided the numbers of sociology doc-
torates awarded.

Examples of this type help highlight how correlation can and cannot rea-
sonably be used.0

7.2 Regression to the mean

Regression to the mean in verse:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sxMllckUWaw

The examples that follow are intended to help clarify understanding.
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7.3 Pearson’s father-son heights (1903)
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7.4 Kahneman’s comments on regression to the mean
(pp.194-195)

“Extreme predictions and a willingness to predict rare events from weak
evidence are both manifestations of System 1. . . . ”

“Regression to the mean is also a problem for System 2. The very idea . . .
is alien and difficult to communicate and comprehend. This is a case where
System 2 requires special training.”

We intuitively want to match predictions to the evidence.

“We will not learn to understand regression from experience.”

Correlation – is there a genetic explanation?

According to Kahneman

• Height is mainly due to genetic factors
• Sons share half their genes with their fathers
• Hence, correlation between sons’ & fathers’ heights ' 0.5

I think that it is quite a bit more complicated than this.

Galton’s 1886 data, which predates Pearson’s data, shows a 0.46 correlation
between child height and the average of the parent height.

7.5 Regression to the mean in a variety of contexts

NBA player total points
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Best 2006 Decathlon scores >= 6800 points
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Total profit to total income ratio, by industry class

Data are from the Statistics NZ Business Performance Benchmarker
(https://shinyapps.stats.govt.nz/bpb/)
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Forestry

Kiwifruit Growing
Magazine and Other Periodical Publishing

Oil and Gas Extraction

Non−Residential Property Operators

Port and Water Transport Terminal Operations

Commission−Based Wholesaling

Credit Reporting and Debt Collection Services

Office Administrative Services

Horse Farming
Shearing Services

Performing Arts Venue Operation

Other Electricity Generation

Specialist Medical Services

Other Publishing (except Software, Music and Internet)

Internet Publishing and Broadcasting

Boiler, Tank and Other Heavy Gauge Metal Container Manufacturing

Other Basic Non−Ferrous Metal Product Manufacturing

Other Transport Equipment Manufacturing n.e.c.

Pulp, Paper and Paperboard Manufacturing

Diet and Weight Reduction Centre Operation

Legal Services
Non−Financial Intangible Assets (Except Copyrights) Leasing

Airport Operations and Other Air Transport Support Services

Not shown are 4 points where the 2015 ratio was less than -0.3.
(Olive growing, Petroleum exploration, Stevedoring Services.)

7.6 Moderating subjective assessments

• Estimate average
• Make assessment, based on what evidence seems to suggest

– Assessment is based on current measure
• Estimate correlation between current and predicted measure.
• The correlation determines the fraction of the distance to move from

the average to the assessment.

e.g., Correlation of shotput with long jump is close to 0.4

• 14.9 meter put is at the 93nd centile (7% will do better)
• Long jump mean = 6.97; 92% mark 7.47 (difference=0.5)
• Estimate long jump result as 6.97+0.4 × 0.5 = 7.17
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Prediction in practice

You are the sales forecaster for a department store chain.
All stores are similar in size and merchandise offered, but random factors
affect sales in any year. Overall sales are expected to increase by 10% from
2016 to 2017.

1. Suggest a reasonable estimate of year to year correlation.
2. Estimate sales for year 2017, given 2016 sales

Store 2016 2017

1 11,000,000 —
2 23,000,000 —
3 18,000,000 —
4 29,000,000 —
TOTAL 81,000,000 89,100,000

Note Kahneman’s comments (pp.185-185) on prediction.

Choosing from job applicants

• Correlation between presentation & performance is likely to be lower
for the less well-known.

Secrist’s “The Triumph of Mediocrity in Business”

Horace Secrist’s 1933 book was based on annual data for 1920 to 1930:

• 73 different industries; examine ratios
– Profits:sales; Profits:assets; Expenses:sales; Expenses:assets

• For each industry in 1920: split firms into 4 quartiles: top 25%, . . .
– Took average for each statistic, for each quartile, for each year.
– Surprise, surprise, the best went, on average, down . . .

“Complete freedom to enter trade and the continuance of competition mean
the pereptuation of mediocrity. . . . neither superiority or inferiority will
tend to persist. Rather, mediocrity tends to become the rule.”
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“Do old fallacies ever die?”

Smith gives references to work by prominent economists in the past half-
century that has quoted Secrist approvingly or repeated his error.

• 1970: “The book [by Secrist] contains an elaborate statistical demon-
stration that, over a period of time, initially high-performing . . . ”

• 1980s investment textbook: “Ultimately, economic forces will force
the convergence of the profitability and growth rates of different firms.”
This was backed up with a 1980/1966 Secrist type comparison.

• 2000: (Journal article) “. . . profitability is mean-reverting within as
well as across industries. Other firms eventually mimic products and
technologies that produce above normal profitability . . . ”

• Friedman (2003) “Do old fallacies ever die?” cites other examples.

Regression to the mean goes in both directions!
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7.7 Regression more generally

• There will be several, perhaps a very large number, of explanatory
variables, and an outcome variable.

• The aim is to find a model that will make predictions for new data.
• Note the predictive/descriptive distinction.

– How do engineers predict building risk?
– Note the “in sample/out of sample” distinction.
– But is the “new” a random sample of the old?
(Is the ‘target’ a random sample of the ‘source’?)

There are interesting comments at:
https://mathbabe.org/2011/06/16/the-basics-of-quantitative-modeling/
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The uses and traps of “algorithmic” methods – trees

Take as an example spam prediction, using tree-based methods. The boxplots
in the figure show the distributions of variable values.
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The decision tree that is obtained is:

|dollar< 0.0555

bang< 0.0915

crl.tot< 85.5

bang< 0.7735

crl.tot< 17

n

n n y

y

y

  Symbols used in tree are:

dollar: Number of ‘$‘ symbols
(as % of symbols)

bang: Number of ‘!‘ symbols
(as % of symbols)

crl.tot: Total runs of capitals
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From trees to forests

Trees such as shown will often have poor predictive power. A much more
effective way to use “trees”, in many or most cases, is to make a forest
(a “random forest”), and then vote between the trees. A downside is that
“Random forests” and similar methods operate largely as black boxes.

• Random forest type methods may work well when the way that ex-
planatory factors conspire to give an output is unclear.

• What works, but one does not know why, may be effective for present
circumstances.

• This can be both a trap and a virtue. Thus, for detecting spam:
– When it fails, we will likely have few clues why!
– This may, for a short time, impede spammers!

• Spammers are anyway continually refining their strategies
– Spam detectors must be responsive to new challenges

• Automated systems that can be easily gamed abound. They are a
menace!

It helps to know the how and why of the algorithms used

Cathy O’Neill: “. . . it’s not enough to just know how to run a black box
algorithm. You actually need to know how and why it works, so that when
it doesn’t work, you can adjust.”

7.8 Regression bloopers – examples of other traps

Herricanes vs Himmicanes

Claim: Female hurricanes are deadlier than male hurricanes
The suggestion was that they are taken less seriously?2

A storm of reaction on the blogosphere was mostly himmicane.

log(E[deaths]) was regressed on damage in 2013 US$ (graph that follows
has 2014 US$), barometric pressure at landfall, femaleness of the name, &
interactions. Why did the authors not use, at least as a starting point, the
same transformation on both axes? The femaleness effect then vanishes.

Note: Strangely, the Jung et al paper used as explanatory variable the
estimate of damage had a comparable hurricane occurred in 2013. This was

2Jung et al http://www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1402786111
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designed for use for insurance purposes, which requires an assessment of
risk to current infrastructure.

The measure of damage that is relevant to risk to human life at the time is
damage at the time, in inflation-adjusted dollars.

US Atlantic Hurricanes −− Deaths vs Damage in 2014 US$

Damage at the time (millions of 2014 US$)
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The right panel is limited to the points from 1862 and on, marked off with
the gray background on the left panel.
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7.9 Global mean temperature trends

The next slide shows anomalies, in hundredths of a degree centigrade, from
the 1951-1980 global average as baseline. Anomalies are plotted against
year. The grey curve plots the average anomaly up to that point in time.
Observe that 1964 was the last year in which the global temperature fell
below the average to that time.

For the 52 subsequent years (from 1965 to 2016 inclusive), the global average
was above the average to date. Under the (false) assumption that global
temperature is varying randomly (and therefore independently) about a
common mean, the probability of this happening is 2−40 = 9.1 × 10−13.
A variation of this argument came from a speaker on the Australian ABC
Science Show on April 3 2011.

Likewise nonsensical is to fit a line to the cherry-picked years 1998-2008,
where the trend was relatively flat.

A warming planet
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8 Aside – UK pre-election polls
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https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/uk-election-hung-parliament/
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